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1.0 Introduction  
Freedom of expression is a fundamental human right that is provided for in various 
human rights protocols and national constitutions. In the case of Zambia, this right is 
provided for under Article 20(1) and states  

“Excerpt with his own consent, no person shall be hindered in the enjoyment 
of his freedom of expression, that is to say, freedom to hold opinions without 
interference, freedom to receive ideas and information without interference, 
freedom to impart and communicate ideas and information without 
interference, whether the communication be to the public generally or to any 
person or class of persons, and freedom from interference with his 
correspondence.” 

 
However, the Zambian legal system imposes many restrictions on freedom of 
expression and are found under Article 20(3)(a)(b)(c ) of the Constitution.  
 

Nothing contained in or done under the authority of any law shall be held to 
be inconsistent with or in contravention of this Act to the extent that it is 
shown that the law in question makes provision –  

 
 

20(3)(b) that is reasonably required for the purpose of protecting the 
reputations, rights and freedoms of other persons or the private lives of 
persons concerned in legal proceedings, preventing the disclosure of 
information received in confidence, maintaining the authority and 
independence of the courts, regulating educational institutions in the interests 
of persons receiving instruction therein, or the registeration of, or regulating 
the technical administration or the technical operation of, newspapers and 
other publications, telephony, telegraphy, posts, wireless broadcasting or 
television or  

 
20(3)(c ) That imposes restrictions upon public officers; and excerpt so far as 
that provision or, the thing done under the authority thereof as the case may 
be, is shown not to be reasonably justifiable in a democratic society. 

 
From the above it is quite evident that this is a very wide derogation clause, which, if 
broadly construed, completely emasculates the protection of freedom of expression 
and the press contained in clauses one and two. 
 
Further compounding this situation is that the country’s provision on freedom of 
expression are inhibited by archaic pieces of legislation; the Penal Code and the State 
Security Act Cap 111.  
 
The Penal Code makes it a crime to defame the president under Section 69, it makes 
sedition or publication of false news a crime and possession or publication of obscene 
material while the State Security Act makes it almost a crime to access any 
information from government that is classified even if it is about construction of a 
school or road. 
 
 
 
2.0 DOX Campaign  
Based on the above reason, MSIA Zambia in partnership with KAS, Wan-Ifra, Center 
for Human Rights and MISA Regional Office agreed to hold a meeting for 
stakeholders and engage government over the matters that surround freedom of 
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expression and how the laws impede this right by incriminating many acts of freedom 
of speech. 
 

Day One - 12 November 2014 

2.1 Stakeholders Meeting on Decriminalisation of Freedom of Expression  
The meeting started with a moment of silence observed in honour of the late Zambia 
President Michael Chilufya Sata who died in London on 28 October 2014. The 
meeting was attended by various stakeholders that included government agencies that 
specialize in law development, human rights, civil society organisations which 
advocate for enhanced democracy and freedom of expression. Journalists who had 
been affected by the said laws and women’s rights advocacy bodies were also in 
attendance. 
 
Moreover, several international organisations were also in attendance as outlined in 
the attached attendance list to give impetus to the campaign. The meeting was being 
held after a prior meeting with the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting Services 
in July 2014 in Lusaka with Wan-Ifra, MISA Zambia, SALC and several civil society 
organisations and international partners. 
 

2.1.1 Welcome Remarks by MISA Zambia Chairperson Hellen Mwale 
The Chairperson of MISA Zambia Ms Hellen Mwale welcomed all stakeholders’ to 
the meeting. She especially thanked all the sponsors, Wan- Ifra, KAS, CHR and 
MISA for making the workshop possible. She also thanked Commissioner Pansy 
Tlakula, the Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and Access to Information 
for making time to attend the meeting and to agree lead the delegation to meet with 
the government officials on the need for law reforms around freedom of expression 
scheduled for 13 November 2014. 
 
She stated that the objective of the meeting was to seek ways of addressing laws that 
incriminate freedom of expression in Zambia. 
 
“We meet here to reflect on freedom of expression in Zambia and what laws and 
policies impact on this inherent human right that is enshrined not only in the Zambian 
constitution but in global, continental and regional instruments which include the 
United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the African Charter on 
Human and People’s Rights and the SADC Protocol on Culture, Information and 
Sport.” She said. 
 
Ms Mwale called on the participants to seek ways to address the hurdles to freedom of 
expression. She told the meeting that MISA Zambia was making effort to address 
some of the challenges through engagement with members of parliament to lobby 
them to present a private members’ bill to Parliament seeking the amendment of 
sections of  the Penal Code that incriminate Freedom of Expression. She added that 
her organisation had plans to undertake social contracts with all presidential 
candidates pledging to enact laws and repeal laws that impede freedom of expression.  
 

2.1.2 Remarks by MISA Regional Director Madam Zoe Titus 
Madam Titus thanked all the partners for coming on board to sponsor the workshop. 
She stated that MISA Regional Office had agreed to partner with Wan-IFra to 
undertake the Decriminalisation of Freedom of Expression (DOX) Campaign because 
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her organisation understood that laws  do exist in the SADC region that incriminate 
free expression.  
 
 

2.1.3 Global Campaigns – Director Global Campaigns Alison Meston 
Madam Meston informed the meeting that the campaign was taking place globally as 
there are a number of countries across that have laws that incriminate freedom of 
expression. She however said that there was hope as many continental bodies such as 
the African Union and Pan African Parliament had passed resolutions that recognize 
the need to respect freedom of expression and repeal laws that incriminate the right to 
freedom of expression. 
 

2.1.4 Laws that Incriminate Freedom of Expression in Zambia – MISA Zambia 
Director Austin Kayanda 
In starting his presentation, Mr Kayanda said that freedom of expression was a 
fundamental right and it played a key role in democracy. He said that the right was 
important because: 

1. It helps an individual to attain self fulfilment – the rationale is that it helps an 
individual to obtain information and express his or her own ideas 

2. It assist in discovering truth  
3. It enhances its capacity of an individual to participate in a democratic society 
4. It provides a mechanism by which to establish a reasonable balance between 

stability and social change 
 
However, Mr Kayanda said that several laws existed in the Zambia Statue books that 
stood in the way of this right being fully enjoyed by the citizens. He pointed at the 
Penal Code and the States Secrets Acts as being the home for such laws. 
 
He said that Section 53  (1) and 54(1) provide for prohibited publications. He said 
Section 57 alludes to Seditious Practices while Sections 69 criminalises defamation of 
the president and that Section 71 provides for Defamation of Foreign Princes. He 
added that Section 177 provides for regulation of Obscene material. To drive the point 
home, Mr Kayanda alluded to the Chanca Kabwela of The Post newspapers who 
circulated pictures of a woman giving birth in a car park to selected government 
officials at the time of a strike by health workers and she was charged with circulating 
obscene material. 
 
Mr Kayanda also referred to the State Security Act Cap 111 of which he said that 
Section 5(1) prohibited the circulation of classified matter, so even contracts between 
government and lending institutions can be labelled as state secrets and no one can 
access this nor can a civil servant avail it to the public.  
 
He also outlined several activities the organization had been undertaking to fight for 
the repeal of insult laws which was part of a broader campaign – the media law 
reforms. Mr Kayanda however, revealed that while some results were recorded such 
as the establishment of the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA), the enactment 
of the ZNBC Act in 2002 and the continued existence of self-regulation of the media 
was recorded, the laws that incriminate freedom of expression had continued to be 
part of the legal regime governing a fundamental human right in the country. 
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2.1.5 Latest Developments at ACHPR Level – Commissioner Pansy Tlakula  
 
Commissioner Tlakula, who is also the Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression 
and Access to Information said that several declarations had been signed on the 
African continent to provide for freedom of expression. She named the Declaration of 
the Table Mountain which touches on abolishing of insult and criminal defamation in 
Africa and the Midrand Declaration on Press Freedom in Africa which was adopted 
on 15 May 2013 at which African countries agreed to enhance press freedom  and 
access to information as tools for enhancing development and governance. 
 
 
 

2.1.6 Ministry of Information and Broadcasting Services – Modern Mayembe 
Deputy Director for Press and Development 
 
Mr Mayembe in his presentation called on stakeholders to prepare a document that 
will be convincing. He said the document should state the piece of law that needed to 
be amended, why it should be amended and then how the mischief that a law was 
trying to cure or address would be curbed if the law was amended. 
 
He also said the need for engagement was quiet vital as change could not be attained 
if power mapping was not done by the stakeholders seeking to bring about change. 
 
Other presentations were made by the Zambia Law Development Commission 
represented by Joyce Macmillan while Justine Limpitlaw an Electronic 
Communications law Consultant and Visiting Adjunct Professor at Link Center of the 
University of the Witswatersrand made a presentation of the proposed bill to amend 
the current Zambian Penal Code. The Amendment Bill is attached to this report. 
 
Mr Simon Delany spoke about ongoing cases that bordered on criminalisation of 
freedom of expression. He named Wilson Pondamali and Clayson Hamasaka as some 
of the journalists that had been charged under the oppressive laws. 
 
 
3.0 Group Work/ Action Plans 
The meeting broke into three groups which came up with Actions Plans outlining the 
following summarized points: 

1. Identify the core elements of Roadmap/plan to ensure passage through the 
parliament 

2. It was noted that MISA Zambia had  
*already identified the laws that criminalise free speech 
*made submissions to both the Information and Justice Ministry 
*made recommendations (these are now at the consideration stage) 
*Lobbied Parliamentarians, explaining the core areas of work around 
decriminalization 

3. The campaign should be looked at from a broader point of view than just 
MISA. It should encompass more people and the best way to address this was 
to form a DOX committee beyond the media law liaison 

4. Undertake public education on the need for Zambia to decriminalise freedom 
of expression and why it is vital. The information should speak to an ordinary 
person while effort should be made to link the FOE provisions with what’s 
happening in people’s daily lives. Further, emphasis must be made on the right 
being the right of everyone and not just necessarily the media. 
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5. Identify organisations already working at grass root levels on issues that are 
closely linked with the right to freedom of expression (e.g.: Churches, HRC, 
NGOCC, Social Audit, Community Radio Stations, Students bodies; using 
them to take messages to listening clubs) 

6. Working with Judges -e.g.: organizing a regional judges’ conference 
7. Use of Public Education tools 
     -e.g.: pamphlets; television 
     -The tools should identify –what mischief was the law created to remedy? 

-does the mischief still exist 
-how does the law create another mischief? 
- Do we need another law to correct the mischief? 

8. Educate Cabinet Members making use of informal engagements 
9.  Some committee members can bring their resources on board 

 
 
 
 
4.0 Day Two  

13 November 2014  

4.1 Engagement Meeting with Zambian Government Officials 
After the stakeholders meeting on 12 November 2014, a high level delegation 
engagement meeting was held between the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 
Services and a Delegation led by Commissioner Pansy Tlakula. The DOX delegation 
comprised of Alison Meston from Wan- Ifra, Ahmed Sayaad from the Center for 
Human Rights, Hellen Mwale Chairperson MISA Zambia, Elizabeth Mweene Chanda 
Vice Chairperson MISA Zambia and Jane Chirwa Information and Research Officer 
MISA Zambia. The agenda of the meeting was to engage the government on the need 
for it to review laws that incriminate freedom of speech. The delegation was 
welcomed by the Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Information Mr Bert 
Mushala who was accompanied by two other staff.   
 
Speaking during the meeting Commissioner Tlakula first passed on her message of 
condolences to the Zambian government and its people stating that the Zambian 
president was a firm believer of freedom of expression. She said as a result, it was 
encampment upon the government to carry on his legacy by addressing laws that 
incriminate freedom of speech. She said that African countries were obliged to do so 
as they had agreed at the continental level to address such laws. She alluded to the 
Declaration of the Table Mountain and the Midrand Declaration on Press Freedom in 
Africa as such commitments. 
 
And in response, Mr Mushala said that government was committed to address laws 
that make it difficult for citizens to express themselves. He said that government was 
committed to enacting the Access to Information (ATI) Bill but was inhibited by the 
death of the President. 
 
Ends// 
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Appendix i  
 
Programme of the workshop 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Agenda of Stakeholders Meetings on Decriminalisation of 
Speech 

Intercontinental Hotel 
Lusaka, Zambia 

 
Day One  
12 November 2014 
8.30am 
Welcome Address Ms Hellen Mwale - 

Chairperson MISA Zambia 
Welcome stakeholders 
 
 

 MISA Regional Director  
Zoe Titus  

Thank Stakeholders  

 Center for Human Rights  
Ahmed Sayaad 

Give short overview of current 
status in Southern Africa of the 
DoX campaign 
 

  
Ms Alison Meston, Director 
Global Campaigns, WAN-
IFRA 
 
 
 

 
Give short overview of pan-African 
campaign to repeal criminal 
defamation and laws that restrict 
press freedom. 
 

 
 

MISA Zambia National 
Director 
 
 

Give short overview of current 
status of Zambia media freedom 
and the campaign. 
 

Keynote Address 1 Ms Pansy Tlakula 
 
Special Rapporteur for 
Freedom of Expression. 

Provide overview of latest 
developments at an ACHPR level 
and on the DoX campaign. 
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FIRST SESSION 
09:30am 
Background and Context 
Moderator:  Juliet Chibuta, National Women’s Lobby 
First Presentation Zambia Law Development 

Commission (ZLDC) 
Joyce Macmilan 

Looking at the 
proposed bills 
 

Electronic Communications 
Law Consultant 
Visiting Adjunct Professor, 
LINK Centre, University of the 
Witwatersrand 

Justine Limpitlaw 

Third Presentation Foundation for Democratic 
Process 

Macdonald Chipenzi 

Fourth Presentation   Review of ongoing court 
cases bordering on 
criminalisation of speech 

Simon Delaney  

 
BREAK 
SESSION 2 
10.30am – 11:00 am 
Moderator: Alison Meston  
First Presentation Ministry of Information Morden Mayemba 

Discussion Where do we agree, what 
needs further negotiation? 
 

 

   
 
 
SESSION 3 
11.30am  
Development of a Roadmap / Plan of Action  
Moderator:  Mrs Kathy Short from FES Zambia -  Stakeholders split into groups. 
 
LUNCH 
12.30pm 
 
CONTIUATION OF SESSION 3 
14:00pm – 15:00pm 
Key outcomes: 
1. Identification of core elements of roadmap/plan of action to ensure the bill for 
decriminalization of defamation has safe passage through the parliament. 
2. Agree on small working group comprising government, civil society and media 
professionals. 
 
Closing remarks MISA Zambia Chairperson/ 

Alison Meston   
 
DAY TWO 
13 November 2014 
10:00am – 12:00pm 
High-level meeting with government officials 
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Appendix ii  
List of participants 

1. Modern M ayembe – Ministry of Information and Broadcasting Services 
2. Juliet Chibuta -  Zambia National Women’s Lobby 
3. Lwando Mfune – MISA Regional Office  
4. Zoe Titus – MISA Regional Office  
5. Kathy Short – FES  
6. Austin Kayanda – MISA Zambia  
7. Jane Chirwa – MISA Zambia  
8. Pansy Tlakula – ACHPR Special Rapporture on Freedom of Expression and 

Access to Information  
9. Justine Limpitlaw – Link Center – University of Witswatersrand - KAS 
10. Simon Delaney – Delany Attorneys 
11. Felistus Chipako – Zambia Media Women Association  
12. Changgwe Kabwe –Hot FM Radio  
13. Wilson Pondamali – Freelance Journalists 
14. Sarah Banda – MISA Zambia Chairperson  
15. Elizabeth Mweene Chanda – MISA Zambia Vice Chairperson  
16. Florence Chibesha – Human Rights Commission – Zambia  
17. Kellys Kaunda – Freelance Journalist 
18. Christian Eclhe – KAS Media Africa  
19. Joice Macmillan – Zambia Law Development Commission  
20. Duncan Kapini – SACCORD 
21. Tumaini Hauli – SACCORD 
22. Pat Mwase – Saef 
23. Alison Meston – Wan – Ifra 
24. Caroline James – SALC 
25. Ryan  Chazanga – MISA Zambia 
26. Veronica w Banda – MISA Zambia  
27. Mildred Chama – Human Rights Commission – Zambia  
28. Masatso Phiri – Media Consultant and Veteran Journalists  
29. Guess Nyirenda – Operation Young Vote 
30. Jamia Nkoma – Radio Phoenix  
31. Youngson Ndawana – University of Zambia 
32. Ahmed Sayaad - Center for Human Rights  
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Appendix iii  
Pictures highlighting the event 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alison Meston of Wan-Ifra stressing appoint during the opening of the workshop on 
12 November 2014 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Members of the DOX Campaign led by Commission Tlakula fourth from right pose 
for a photograph after the meeting with the Ministry of Information on 13 November 
2014. 
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Appendix iv 
Amendment Bill  
REPUBLIC OF ZAMBIA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PENAL CODE AMENDMENT BILL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[B —2014] 
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GENERAL EXPLANATORY NOTE: 
 
[ ] Words in bold type in square brackets indicate omissions from existing enactments. 
 
_____________ Words underlined with a solid line indicate insertions in existing 
enactments. 
 
 
 
BILL 
 
To amend the Penal Code, Act 42 of 1930, Chap. 87, as amended, so as to give 
effect to the Republic of Zambia’s international commitments to freedom of 
expression. 
 
BE IT ENACTED by the Parliament of the Republic of Zambia, as follows:— 
 
Preamble 
The Republic of Zambia, noting: 

(a) Articles 1(3), and 20(1) of the Constitution of the Republic of Zambia, 1991, 
as amended; 

(b) Article 9 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights; 
(c) The Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression in Africa (Resolution 

62 of the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, 2002, 
particularly Principle II(1); 

(d) The Resolution on Repealing Criminal Defamation in Africa, Resolution 169 
of the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights; and 

(e) The Resolution on Press Freedom for Development and Governance: Need for 
Reform,  a resolution of the Pan African Parliament, 

hereby amends the following Acts of Parliament in order to further and promote: good 
governance, including transparency and accountability, development, confidence in 
public institutions, freedom of expression and access to information for the people of 
Zambia, by reviewing the law governing: contempt of court, prohibited publications, 
insult, false news, criminal defamation, and sedition. 
 
The Penal Code Act 42 of 1930, Chap. 87, as amended, is hereby amended –  

 
(1) by the deletion of section 2(c) thereof: 

[(c) the power of any court to punish a person for contempt of such 
court;] 
 

(2) by the substitution for section 53, Prohibited Publications, with the following: 
53. (1) If the Minister responsible for information [President is of the 
opinion] has reason to believe that there is in any publication or series of 
publications published within or without Zambia by any person or association 
of persons matter which is contrary to the public interest, he may approach the 
High Court for an order, which may be granted on good cause shown, [in his 
absolute discretion, by order] and which order must be published in the 
Gazette and in such local newspapers as [he] the Minister may consider 
necessary, declare that that particular publication or series of publications, [or 
all publications or any class of publication specified in the order 
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published by that person or association of persons,] shall be a prohibited 
publication or prohibited publications, as the case may be. 
 
[(2) If an order made under the provisions of subsection (1) specifies by 
name a publication which is a periodical publication, such order shall, 
unless a contrary intention be expressed therein, have effect- 
(a) with respect to all subsequent issues of such publication; and 
(b) not only with respect to any publication under that name, but also 
with respect to any publication published under any other name if the 
publishing thereof is in any respect a continuation of, or in substitution 
for, the publishing of the publication named in the order.] 
[(3) If an order made under the provisions of subsection (1) declares that 
all publications published by a specified person or association of 
persons shall be prohibited publications, such order shall, unless a 
contrary intention be expressed therein, have effect not only with respect 
to all publications published by that person or association of persons 
before the date of the order but also with respect to all publications so 
published on or after such date.] 
(2) [(4)] An order made under the provisions of subsection (1) shall, unless a 
contrary intention is expressed therein, apply to any translation into any 
language whatsoever of the publication specified in the order. 
[(5) Where an order has been made under subsection (1) declaring any 
series of publications or all or any class of publications published by any 
person or association of persons to be prohibited publications or 
specifying by name a publication which is a periodical publication, any 
person who wishes to import into Zambia any particular publication 
affected by such order may apply to the competent authority for a permit 
in that behalf and, unless the competent authority is satisfied that the 
publication contains matter which is contrary to the public interest, he 
shall grant such a permit and the order shall thereupon cease to have 
effect with respect to that publication.] 
[(6) Any person whose application to the competent authority under 
subsection (5) has been refused may appeal in writing against such refusal 
to the President whose decision thereon shall be final.] 
(3) [(7)] For the purpose of this section and of any prosecution in respect of a 
prohibited publication, any publication which purports to be printed or 
published outside Zambia by any person or association of persons shall, unless 
and until the contrary is proved, be deemed to be published outside Zambia by 
such person or persons. 
 

(3) by the substitution for subsection 1 of section 54 thereof with the following 
subsection: 
54. (1) Any person who, without lawful excuse, imports, publishes, sells, 
offers for sale, distributes, or reproduces any prohibited publication or any 
extract therefrom, is guilty of an offence and is liable for a first offence to 
imprisonment for two years or to a fine not exceeding three thousand penalty 
units or to both, and for a subsequent offence to imprisonment for three years; 
and such publication or extract therefrom shall be forfeited to the President on 
behalf of the Government. 
  

(4) by the substitution for subsection 1 of section 60 thereof with the following 
subsection: 
“(1) A “seditious intention” is an intention [(a)] to advocate the desirability of 
overthrowing by unlawful means the Government as by law established.  
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[(b) to bring into hatred or contempt or to excite disaffection against the 
Government as by law established; or 
(c) to excite the people of Zambia to attempt to procure the alteration, otherwise 
than by lawful means, of any other matter in Zambia as by law established; or  
(d) to bring into hatred or contempt or to excite disaffection against the 
administration of justice in Zambia; or  
(e) to raise discontent or disaffection amongst the people of Zambia; or  
(f) to promote feelings of ill-will or hostility between different communities or 
different parts of a community; or 
(g) to promote feelings of ill-will or hostility between different classes of the 
population of Zambia; or 
(h) to advocate the desirability of any part of Zambia becoming an independent 
state or otherwise seceding from the Republic; or 
(i) to incite violence or any other offence prejudicial to public order or in 
disturbance of the public peace; or 
(j) to incite resistance, either active or passive, or disobedience to any law or the 
administration thereof:] 
Provided that an intention, not being an intention manifested in such a manner as to 
effect or likely to effect [any of] the [purposes] purpose mentioned in the aforegoing 
provisions of this subsection, shall not be taken to be seditious if is an intention –  
(i) to show that the Government has been misled or mistaken in any of their 
measures; or  
(ii) to point out errors or defects in the Government or Constitution as by law 
established or in legislation or in the administration of justice, with a view to the 
remedying of such errors or defects; or  
(iii) to persuade the people of Zambia to attempt to procure by lawful means the 
alteration of any matter in Zambia as by law established; or  
(iv) to point out, with a view to their removal, any matters which are producing or 
have a tendency to produce feelings of ill-will or hostility between different classes of 
the population of Zambia”. 
 

(5) by the deletion of subsection 3 of section 60: 
[(3) For the purposes of paragraph (f) of subsection (1), “community” includes 
any body or group of persons having a common tribal or racial origin.] 
 

(6) by the deletion of section 67 – Publication of false news with intent to cause 
fear and alarm to the public 
[67. Publication of false news likely to cause fear and alarm to the public  
(1) Any person who publishes, whether orally or in writing or otherwise, 
any false statement, rumour or report which is likely to cause fear and 
alarm to the public or to disturb the public peace, knowing or having 
reason to believe that such statement, rumour or report is false, is guilty 
of a misdemeanour and is liable to imprisonment for three years.  
(2) It shall be no defence to a charge under subsection (1) that he did not 
know or did not have reason to believe that the statement, rumour or 
report was false, unless he proves that, prior to publication, he took 
reasonable measures to verify the accuracy of such statement, rumour or 
report.] 
 

(7) by the deletion of section 68 – Insulting the national anthem 
[68. Any person who does any act or utters any words or publishes any 
writing, with intent to insult or bring into contempt or ridicule the official 
national anthem of Zambia, is guilty of an offence and is liable on 
conviction to imprisonment for a period not exceeding two years.] 
 

(8) by the deletion of section 69 – Defamation of the President 
[69. Defamation of the President 
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Any person who, with intent to bring the President into hatred, ridicule or 
contempt, publishes any defamatory or insulting matter, whether by 
writing, print, word of mouth or in any other manner, is guilty of an 
offence and is liable on conviction to imprisonment for a period not 
exceeding three years.] 
 

(9) by the deletion of section 71 – Defamation of foreign princes 
[71. Defamation of foreign princes  
Any person who, without such justification or excuse as would be 
sufficient in the case of the defamation of a private person, publishes 
anything intended to be read, or any sign or visible representation, 
tending to degrade, revile or expose to hatred or contempt any foreign 
prince, potentate, ambassador or other foreign dignitary with intent to 
disturb the peace and friendship between Zambia and the country to 
which such prince, potentate, ambassador or dignitary belongs, shall be 
guilty of a misdemeanour.] 
 

(10) by the deletion of section 116(3): 
[(3) The provisions of this section shall be deemed to be in addition 
to and not in derogation from the power of a court to punish for 
contempt of court.] 

 
(11) by the deletion of Chapter XVIII – Defamation, and in particular: 

 
(i) section 191 

[191. Libel 
Any person who, by print, writing, painting, effigy, or by any means 
otherwise than solely by gestures, spoken words, or other sounds, 
unlawfully publishes any defamatory matter concerning another person, 
with intent to defame that other person, shall be guilty of the 
misdemeanour termed “libel".]  
 

(ii) section 192 
[192. Definition of Defamatory matter 
Defamatory matter is matter likely to injure the reputation of any person 
by exposing him to hatred, contempt or ridicule, or likely to damage any 
person in his profession or trade by an injury to his reputation. It is 
immaterial whether at the time of the publication of the defamatory 
matter the person concerning whom such matter is published is living or 
dead:  
Provided that no prosecution for the publication of defamatory 
matter concerning a dead person shall be instituted without the 
consent of the Director of Public Prosecutions.] 
 

(iii) section 193 
[193. Definition of publication  
(1) A person publishes a libel if he causes the print, writing, painting, 
effigy or other means by which the defamatory matter is conveyed to be 
so dealt with, either by exhibition, reading, recitation, description, 
delivery, or otherwise, as that the defamatory meaning thereof becomes 
known or is likely to become known to either the person defamed or any 
other person.  
(2) It is not necessary for libel that a defamatory meaning should 
be directly or completely expressed; and it suffices if such meaning 
and its application to the person alleged to be defamed can be 
collected either from the alleged libel itself or from any extrinsic 
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circumstances, or partly by the one and partly by the other 
means.] 
 

(iv) section 194 
[194. Definition of unlawful publication 
Any publication of defamatory matter concerning a person is unlawful 
within the meaning of this Chapter, unless – 
(a) the matter is true and it was for the public benefit that it should be 
published; or 
(b) it is privileged on one of the grounds hereafter mentioned in this 
Chapter.] 
 

(v) section 195 
[195. Cases in which publication of defamatory matter is absolutely 
privileged 
(1) The publication of defamatory matter is absolutely privileged, and no 
person shall, under any circumstances, be liable to punishment under 
this Code in respect thereof  in any of the following cases, namely: 
(a) if the matter is published by the President, or by the Cabinet or 
the National Assembly, in any official document or proceeding; or  
(b) if the matter is published in the Cabinet or the National 
Assembly by a Minister or by any member of the National 
Assembly; or  
(c) if the matter is published concerning a person subject to 
military or naval discipline for the time being, and relates to his 
conduct as a person subject to such discipline, and is published by 
some person having authority over him in respect of such conduct, 
and to some person having authority over him in respect of such 
conduct; or 
(d) if the matter is published in the course of any judicial 
proceedings by a person taking part therein as a Judge or 
magistrate or commissioner or counsel or solicitor or assessor or 
witness or party thereto; or  
(e) if the matter published is in fact a fair report of anything said, 
done, or published in the Cabinet or National Assembly; or  
(f) if the person publishing the matter is legally bound to publish it.  
(2) Where a publication is absolutely privileged, it is immaterial 
for the purposes of this Chapter whether the matter be true or 
false, and whether it be or be not known or believed to be false, 
and whether it be or be not published in good faith: Provided that 
nothing in this section shall exempt a person from any liability to 
punishment under any other Chapter of this Code or under any 
other Act in force within Zambia.] 
 

(vi) section 196 
[196. Cases in which publication of defamatory matter is conditionally 
privileged 
A publication of defamatory matter is privileged, on condition that it was 
published in good faith, if the relation between the parties by and to 
whom the publication is made is such that the person publishing the 
matter is under some legal, moral or social duty to publish it to the 
person to whom the publication is made or has a legitimate personal 
interest in so publishing it, provided that the publication does not exceed 
either in extent or matter what is reasonably sufficient for the occasion, 
and in any of the following cases, namely—  
(a) if the matter published is in fact a fair report of anything said, done, 
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or shown in a civil or criminal inquiry or proceeding before any court:  
Provided that if the court prohibits the publication of anything 
said or shown before it, on the ground that it is seditious, immoral, 
or blasphemous, the publication thereof shall not be privileged; or 
(b) if the matter published is a copy or reproduction, or in fact a 
fair abstract, of any matter which has been previously published, 
and the previous publication of which was or would have been 
privileged under the last preceding section; or  
(c) if the matter is an expression of opinion in good faith as to the 
conduct of a person in a judicial, official, or other public capacity 
or as to his personal character so far as it appears in such conduct; 
or  
(d) if the matter is an expression of opinion in good faith as to the 
conduct of a person in relation to any public question or matter, or 
as to his personal character so far as it appears in such conduct; or  
(e) if the matter is an expression of opinion in good faith as to the 
conduct of any person as disclosed by evidence given in a public 
legal proceeding, whether civil or criminal, or as to the conduct of 
any person as a party, witness, or otherwise in any such 
proceeding, or as to the character of any person so far as it 
appears in any such conduct as in this paragraph mentioned; or 
(f) if the matter is an expression of opinion in good faith as to the 
merits of any book, writing, painting, speech, or other work, 
performance, or act published, or publicly done or made, or 
submitted by a person to the judgment of the public, or as to the 
character of the person so far as it appears therein; or  
(g) if the matter is a censure passed by a person in good faith on 
the conduct of another person in any matter in respect of which he 
has authority, by contract or otherwise, over the other person, or 
on the character of the other person, so far as it appears in such 
conduct; or  
(h) if the matter is a complaint or accusation made by a person in 
good faith against another person in respect of his conduct in any 
matter, or in respect of his character so far as it appears in such 
conduct, to any person having authority, by contract or otherwise, 
over that other person in respect of such conduct or matter, or 
having authority by law to inquire into or receive complaints 
respecting such conduct or matter; or  
(i) if the matter is published in good faith for the protection of the 
rights or interests of the person who publishes it, or of the person 
to whom it is published, or of some person in whom the person to 
whom it is published is interested.] 
 

(vii) section 197 
[197. Explanation as to good faith  
A publication of defamatory matter shall not be deemed to have been 
made in good faith by a person, within the meaning of the last preceding 
section if it is made to appear either—  
(a) that the matter was untrue, and that he did not believe it to be true; 
or  
(b) that the matter was untrue, and that he published it without 
having taken reasonable care to ascertain whether it was true or 
false; or 
(c) that in publishing the matter, he acted with intent to injure the 
person defamed in a substantially greater degree or substantially 
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otherwise than was reasonably necessary for the interest of the 
public or for the protection of the private right or interest in 
respect of which he claims to be privileged.] 
 

(viii) section 198 
[198. Presumption as to good faith  
If it is proved, on behalf of the accused person, that the defamatory 
matter was published under such circumstances that the 
publication would have been justified if made in good faith, the 
publication shall be presumed to have been made in good faith 
until the contrary is made to appear, either from the libel itself, or 
from the evidence given on behalf of the accused person, or from 
evidence given on the part of the prosecution.] 
 

1. Short title and commencement 
This Act is called the Penal Code Amendment Act, 2014, and comes into 
operation on a dated fixed by the President by proclamation in the Government 
Gazette. 
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BRIEF EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
 
The aim of this Draft Bill is to be able quickly and fairly easily to repeal and/or 
amend those sections of Zambian Penal Code which criminalise: insult and 
defamation (section 69, 71 and Chapter XVIII  and certain overbroad aspects of 
sedition (s60), contempt to court (and in this regard to take away the immediate 
powers of the courts to punish contempt of court – see section 2(c) and section 
116(3)) the publication and possession of prohibited publications (and in this 
regard to do away with subjective powers of the President and to replace them 
with objective powers of a Minister acting together on reasonable cause with the 
High Court - ss 53 and 54), and insulting the national anthem (s68). 
 
We have identified key provisions of the Penal Code, the amendment or repeal of 
certain sections of which would transform and update Colonial laws which 
criminalise these aspects of expression. 
 
The Draft Bill does not aim to update all aspects of laws governing expression in 
Zambia but simply those governed by the Penal Code.  
 
The aim is to present a starting point for on-going debate, discussion and 
refinement. We trust that this is helpful. 
 
Justine Limpitlaw, Simon Delaney and Caroline James 
Southern Africa Litigation Centre 
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